We demonstrate edge-emitting exciton-polariton (polariton) lasing from 5 to 300 K and amplification of non-radiative guided polariton modes within ZnO waveguides. The mode dispersion below and above the lasing threshold is directly measured using gratings present on top of the sample, fully demonstrating the polaritonic nature of the lasing modes. The threshold is found to be similar to that of radiative polaritons in planar ZnO microcavities. These results open broad perspectives for guided polaritonics by allowing an easier and more straightforward implementation of polariton integrated circuits exploiting fast propagating polaritons.
We demonstrate edge-emitting exciton-polariton (polariton) lasing from 5 to 300 K and amplification of non-radiative guided polariton modes within ZnO waveguides. The mode dispersion below and above the lasing threshold is directly measured using gratings present on top of the sample, fully demonstrating the polaritonic nature of the lasing modes. The threshold is found to be similar to that of radiative polaritons in planar ZnO microcavities. These results open broad perspectives for guided polaritonics by allowing an easier and more straightforward implementation of polariton integrated circuits exploiting fast propagating polaritons.
PACS numbers:
Exciton-polaritons (polaritons) are quasi-particles resulting from the coupling between a light mode and an excitonic resonance. They have been theoretically introduced by Hopfield and Agranovich [1, 2] at the end of the 50's to describe light propagation in bulk semiconductors. In 1992, the achievement of strong light-matter coupling between the photonic radiative modes of a planar microcavity and the excitonic resonances of embedded quantum wells [3] opened the era of 2-dimensional cavity polaritons, which since then have been studied very extensively. From the fundamental side, polaritons represent a direct implementation of a spinor quantum fluid of light [4, 5] with a unique access to the time-dependent wavefunction in real and reciprocal space via optical measurements. It allowed the study of Bose-Einstein Condensation in open systems [6] [7] [8] [9] , of the superfluidity of light [10, 11] , of various types of topological defects [12] [13] [14] , of the creation of spin flows [15, 16] . In-plane potentials are commonly realized for a decade. They allow to implement coupled 0D polariton modes, building artificial molecules [17, 18] or lattices [19] [20] [21] [22] . This opens new perspectives for emulating different physical systems such as topological insulators of various types [23, 24] or the classical XY model [25] . From the applied side, polaritons have the critical advantage of their high nonlinear response, low threshold operation, and potentially high scalability [11] , useful for realizing low-consumption, compact, all-optical devices, which could replace electronics for some tasks [26] .
The most paradigmatic polariton device is the so-called polariton laser [27] , based on polariton condensation. It does not require electron-hole gain and can therefore exhibit a very low threshold. In GaAs-based samples, at 5K, a wide variety of devices such as switches and optical transistors have been demonstrated [11, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Most of them are based on the creation of a polariton flow based on slow radiative modes propagating at 1-2% of the speed of light. This is only possible at low temperature in very high Q samples (typically Q ∝ 10 5 ). Room-temperature polaritonics requires the use of microcavities based on large-bandgap semiconductors (GaN, ZnO) or various organic materials, where polariton lasing has also been demonstrated [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . However, their Q-factors remain limited to a few thousands, which makes difficult the implementation of room-temperature polariton-based switches exploiting the concepts developed in GaAs-based samples.
An alternative geometry for polaritonics is the one where either Bloch surface waves [39] [40] [41] or guided modes confined by total internal reflection in a layer [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] strongly couple to excitonic resonances. The geometry is very appealing because of its simple technological realization, the easier electrical injection, and the possibility it opens to design integrated polaritonic circuits with very limited radiative losses. Guided polaritons have been observed and studied in GaAs [43, 44] , organic materials [40, 45] , GaN [46] , and Transitional Metal Dichalcogenides (TMD) [47] , with recent reports of nonlinear polariton-polariton interaction [41, 48] . However, even if theoretically predicted [42] , "horizontal" edge-emitting polariton lasing in such fast-propagating polariton modes has never been observed.
In this work, we achieve one of the crucial milestones of polaritonics by reporting lasing from 5 to 300 K and amplification of guided polariton modes under optical pumping in ZnO-based waveguides. The mode dispersion below and above the lasing threshold is directly measured using gratings present on top of the sample. These dispersions clearly demonstrate the polaritonic nature of the lasing modes.
We use two ZnO Fig. 1(a) . It is covered by sets of SiO 2 gratings ( Fig. 1(b) ), perpendicular to the ZnO c-axis, with periods Λ. The shift of the propagation constant by 2π/Λ allows a direct access to the polariton guided mode dispersion. The sample W2 is a half-microcavity without any grating. The sample geometries together with fabrication details are presented in the supplementary material [49] and in [50] . The common aspect of both samples is the presence of regular horizontal cracks, as one can see in the SEM image ( Fig. 1(c) ). They appear because of the mismatch of the lattice parameter and the thermal expansion coefficient between ZnO and ZnMgO. They are perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal and typically separated by 5 to 40 µm. Reflecting light, they induce a substantial confinement leading to the formation of a genuine horizontal cavity for the guided modes. Their presence plays a crucial role in the success of our observations compared with the previous experimental studies of polariton waveguides.
W1 is shown in
The samples are studied through microphotoluminescence using the fourth harmonic (266 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser as the excitation source. The pulse duration is 400 ps and the repetition rate is 20 kHz. A UV microscope objective with 0.4 numerical aperture was used to obtain small excitation spots of different diameters. The emission of the sample was collected through the same objective and imaged onto the spectrometer slit by a spherical lens mounted on a motorized translation stage.
The power dependencies of the emission of W1, at 5 and 300 K are shown in Fig. 2(a,b) , demonstrating a very clear nonlinear threshold at P th . The horizontal cavity sizes are 23µm and 27µm at 5 K and 300 K respectively. They are entirely covered by the pump spot and we do not use spatial selection of the emission, which originates from both the grating and the cracks. The guided polariton mode dispersions at 5 and 300 K, below and above threshold, are shown in Figs. 2(c,d) and 2(e,f), respectively. The optimal grating periods are Λ = 190nm at 5K and Λ = 180nm at 300K. All measured dispersions clearly deviate from the bare photonic mode (shown in dashed line together with the bare A-exciton energy). The main emission below threshold comes from donorbound excitons (D 0 X) located about 15 meV below the A-exciton energy. The emission from the cracks appears as a weak flat emission line, which can be removed by spatially selecting the emission coming from the grating only (Fig. S2 of [49] ). The measured polariton dispersion is well reproduced by a two-oscillator model where both A and B excitonic resonances are modeled as a single oscillator placed at the A-exciton energy. We take a linear photon dispersion with a slope fixed by the one of the measured dispersions around 3.1 eV. The extracted Rabi splitting is Ω R = 224 meV at low pumping for both temperatures. At P th , the dispersion remains essentially unchanged at 5 K (Ω R = 222 meV). Polariton lasing takes place in modes having an exciton fraction of about 90 %. A movie with emission images versus angle and energy over a wide pumping range (0.1 to 20 P th ) is presented in the Supplemental material [49] . The increase of the pumping intensity induces a blue shift of the modes, as shown in Fig. 2(a,b) and Fig. S3 of [49] . It is due to the screening of the exciton oscillator strength, which is more significant at 300K. The fit gives Ω R = 180 meV, 20 % weaker than at low pumping (Fig. (2f) ). Polariton lasing occurs in more photon-like states than at 5K, as theoretically expected [42] , but still with a substantial 50-60 % excitonic fraction. The velocity of these modes is about 40-50 % of that of the bare photonic mode of the waveguide, approximately 60 µm/ps. Despite the blue shift of the modes, the specific shape of the guided polariton dispersion showing no energy minimum allows, when the pumping increases, to observe a red-shift of the emission intensity which nevertheless always remains on the slightly blueshifted polariton dispersion. This redshift, clearly visible in the movie and in Fig. S3 [49], and well reproduced by simulations based on semi-classical Boltzmann equations ( Fig. S4 [49]), is due to the faster polariton relaxation rates at higher densities.
Interestingly, the lasing mechanism in ZnO-based systems, such as nanowires [51] , has been a matter of debate for quite a long time. Polariton lasing [52] was considered as a possible mechanism during a decade [53] [54] [55] [56] , but the absence of direct dispersion measurements made difficult to draw a definite conclusion. The direct dispersion measurements we report allow to clearly establish the polaritonic origin of the emission above the nonlinear threshold. The temperature dependences between 5 and 300 K of the polariton lasing energy and of the A-exciton energy are shown on Fig. 2(g) . The difference between the two energies slightly increases, which demonstrates that lasing occurs in more and more photonic polariton states versus temperature. This behavior is expected from the previous numerical study of this system [42] and from previous works performed on planar cavities [8, 36, 57, 58] . Indeed, similar to the rise of pumping, the increase of temperature leads to faster relaxation along the polariton branch which allows lasing to take place at lower polariton states.
Figure 2(h) shows a comparison of the thresholds measured in W1 (horizontal polariton lasing) and those of a vertical polariton laser measured in a full microcavity displaying a quality factor of 2000 [58] , which corresponds to a cavity photon lifetime of 0.4 ps. Thresholds are comparable, being even slightly lower for the horizontal polariton laser in a wide temperature range, which can be understood qualitatively as follows. In both cases, the main polariton scattering mechanism is what was termed in the 60s "excitonic gain" [60] . It consists in the scattering of an exciton-like polariton either on another excitonlike polariton or on a LO-phonon towards a polariton state with lower energy and, thus, with a larger photonic fraction. In vertical cavities, polariton lasing takes place if excitonic gain is efficient enough compared with the polariton lifetime. In a guided mode geometry, the scattering rate should be compared with the transit time of polaritons under the pumping spot. Considering a typical 20 µm size pumping area and polariton guided modes propagating at 13 µm/ps at 5K and 60 µm/ps at 300 K, the transit time of polaritons under the spot is 1.5 ps and 0.33 ps respectively (neglecting the feedback provided by the horizontal cavities), quite comparable with the 0.4 ps of a vertical ZnO-based cavity [58] . This simple estimate explains the similarity of the measured thresholds in the two types of samples, and even the lower threshold of the horizontal polariton laser at 5K. It also suggests that in thick microcavities, which support both radiative and guided modes, the latter are responsible for strong losses affecting vertical polariton lasing. In a cracked homoepitaxial full cavity (completed with a top dielectric DBR) we have been able to observe simultaneously lasing in the vertical radiative modes and in the horizontal guided modes (not shown).
Another interesting feature is the emergence of sharp emission lines, appearing at threshold within the polariton dispersion. These lines are the Fabry-Perot modes of the horizontal cavity formed by the two cracks surrounding the pump. The rise of these sharp peaks demonstrates the onset of phase coherence of the polariton modes all along the horizontal cavity, as explained below. Figure 3(a) shows the real space emission at 5 K of the sample W2 excited above P th by a 7 µm size pump (4 times smaller than the distance between the surrounding cracks). The emission spectra from the pump area and from three different cracks are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The pump area shows the radiative ZnO emission dominated by the first Bragg mode of the mirror at 3355 meV and the D 0 X lines at 3370 meV. The free exciton line is visible as a shoulder around 3385 meV. The cracks' emission shows the Fabry-Perot interference peaks. The powerdependent emission spectra measured at the crack "b", demonstrating the emergence of the horizontal FabryPerot modes above threshold, are shown in Fig. 3(c) . The interference fringes are weakly visible in the pump area since there is no well-defined out-coupling mechanism for the guided modes. Fig. 3(c) shows the influence of the spot size and of the distance between cracks on P th . As one could expect, the smallest threshold is achieved when the pump and cavity size are comparable. However, the dependence is relatively weak and a pump about 4 times smaller than the cavity shows only a doubled threshold, because the residual absorption in the region without pumping is extremely reduced at the polariton energy. This is typical for the polariton lasing mechanism, which allows gain (polariton stimulated scattering) to take place well below the energy of electronic transitions. Interestingly, the presence of the regular Fabry-Perot interference fringes for a known crack separation allows indirect extraction of the dispersion. This method is commonly used in the study of nanowires [54, 56] , where direct dispersion measurements are difficult. The result of extraction is shown in Fig. S6 of [49] . It reveals a curved dispersion typical Real space emission with a) One excitation "laser pump" above lasing threshold. b) One "reservoir pump" always below lasing threshold, c) Both pump spots (laser and reservoir). The vertical dashed lines show the region containing the crack where the amplification factor is measured. 4-d: Emission spectra extracted through the crack on the right of the reservoir pump which is placed at 60 µm from the laser pump. The reservoir pump density power is 8.9 W/cm², which is below the laser threshold for this specific location as one can see from the emission spectrum when only the "reservoir pump" is ON. The laser pump density power is 6.9 W/cm² but is above threshold for this particular horizontal cavity. The amplification factor is defined as the ratio between the most intense lasing peaks. The inset shows the evolution of the amplification factor as a function of the reservoir pump. Real space emission with: (a) only "laser pump" (above lasing threshold); b) only "reservoir pump" (below lasing threshold); c) both pump spots ("laser" and "reservoir"). The vertical dashed lines show the crack where the amplification is measured. 4(d): Emission spectra extracted through the crack at the right of the reservoir pump (60 µm from the laser pump). The "reservoir" pump power is 8.9 W/cm 2 , which is below threshold for this specific cavity as one can see from the emission spectrum when only the "reservoir pump" is ON. The "laser" pump power is 6.9 W/cm 2 -above threshold for this cavity. The amplification factor is defined as the ratio between the most intense lasing peaks. The inset shows its evolution as a function of the reservoir pump.
for polaritons with Ω R ∼ 200 meV.
Next, we demonstrate by a two-spot experiment how the horizontal polariton laser emission created in a given cavity can propagate and be reamplified several tens of µm away by another pump, being itself below the lasing threshold (Fig. 4) . A first spot, named "laser pump", excites a horizontal cavity, creating the laser signal to be amplified (Fig. 4(a) ). A second spot, named "reservoir pump", is placed in another horizontal cavity, at a distance of 60 µm from the laser pump (Fig. 4(b) ). The power density of the laser pump is fixed above threshold, while the one of the reservoir pump is kept below threshold. Fig. 4(c) shows the configuration when both spots are turned ON. The emission spectra from the selected crack are displayed for each of the three previous pumping schemes in Fig. 4(d) . The horizontal polariton laser signal is amplified when the two pumps are ON, with a maximum amplification factor of 55 (inset of Fig. 4(d) ). This proves that the signal created by the laser pump, which can be easily identified by its freespectral range defined by the initial cavity and which decays by about one order of magnitude when reaching the reservoir pump, is strongly reamplified. This can also be interpreted as an optical transistor, the transmission of a signal from a source (the laser pump) to a drain (the crack) being modulated by a control gate (the reservoir).
To summarize, we have demonstrated a horizontal polariton laser and amplifier, much simpler to fabricate and to process than full vertical microcavities, and simpler to manipulate than nanowires with which our system shares many similarities. One crucial step for polaritonics is electrical injection [35, 61] which will be strongly facilitated in this horizontal geometry. Thus, the whole family of model devices implemented at low temperature in GaAs-based samples can be probably implemented at room temperature, under electrical injection, using alternative materials (ZnO, GaN, organics, TMD, ... ), and displaying greatly reduced photonic losses thanks to the guided modes. These exciting perspectives open the way to many studies in the future.
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The supplemental material is divided into four sections. Section I gives more details on the fabrication and the geometry of sample W2 (half-cavity). Section II shows the polariton dispersion below and at threshold, measured with high spatial selection which allows to remove the dispersiveless emission from the cracks. It also shows the raw data allowing to extract the blue shift of polariton modes versus pumping. The emission properties of sample W1 at high pumping densities, and the corresponding numerical simulations based on the solu-7 tion of semi-classical Boltzmann equations are discussed in Section III. The method used to extract the dispersion for sample W2 and the power dependence of the emission are explained in Section IV.
I Fabrication details and sample W2 geometry
The sample W1 has been grown by molecular beam epitaxy on m-plane bulk ZnO substrate. It consists of a 1-m thick Zn 1−x Mg x O (x=0.26) buffer and lower cladding layer, a 50-nm thick ZnO layer, and a 100-nm thick Zn 1−x Mg x O (x=0.26) upper cladding layer (see Fig. 1 of the main text). Thermal mismatch induces cracks as discussed in the main text.
The first-order grating couplers have been fabricated by electron beam lithography using a 80-nm thick, negative-tone Hydrogen silsesquioxane resist. Each grating spans over a 100 × 100 µm 2 area, and the grating grooves are oriented perpendicularly to the c-axis, that is, parallel to the thermal cracks. The target fill factor is fixed to ∼ 50 %, and the periods Λ have been calculated so that the central value of the in-plane wavevector (33 µm −1 ) is out-coupled perpendicular to the sample surface (Λ =180-220 nm).
The modal confinement factor of the 1D TE 0 guided mode is estimated to be of ∼ 46 % in the ZnO guiding core while the overlapping with the grating is estimated to be lower than 1 %. This leads to relatively weak extraction loss, estimated to be lower than 4% of the guided power over a propagation distance of 40 µm (from 2D FDTD simulations).
The sample W2 consists of a bottom DBR comprising 30×(ZnO/ZnMgO) λ/4 layers (further details on the structural, morphological and optical characterization can be found in [50] ), and completed by a 130-nm thick ZnO layer (on top). A cross-section SEM image and the sketch of the sample W2 are shown in Figs.S1(a,b) . Both samples display cracks, with a mean distance between them of 25 µm. The surface roughness for both samples was of the order of 1 nm, as obtained from 5 × 5 µm 2 regions, scanned by atomic force microscopy. The precise values of the layer thicknesses (in the structures) were determined by combining cross-section secondary electron microscopy images and X-ray reflectivity.
II Spatially selected emission and blue shift measurement
The data shown in Fig. 2 of the main text are taken using a large pumping spot, covering the whole area of a horizontal cavity, which allows to minimize the lasing threshold. It makes difficult spatial selection of emission which therefore contains both light emitted from the grating area, which allows to observe the polariton dis- Emission of W1 at 300 K versus energy and emission angle. The emission from the grating is selected by a pinhole which allows to remove the crack emission a) 0.5 P th b) P th persion, and also light from the cracks, which appears as non-dispersive "horizontal lines" due to diffraction. Figure S2 shows measurements taken at 300 K, both below and at threshold, where a spatial selection of the grating emission by a pinhole is performed. The figure clearly shows the polariton dispersion whereas the dispersionless emission from the cracks has disappeared. Figure S3 shows the PL spectra of the sample W1 without angular selection, versus pumping power at 5K and 300 K. These figures allows to follow the energy of the Fabry-Perot modes of the horizontal cavity versus pumping, and to track their blue shifts which are shown in Fig. 2(a,b) of the main text.
III High pumping densities
The movie.mp4 (also available at https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=A0ZSpzKErZw) shows the emission of W1, measured in the same conditions as those of Fig. 2(c,e) of the main text for a pumping power varying from 0.1 to 20 P th . Two symmetric dispersion curves can be observed, corresponding to the positive and negative directions of propagation. It is clear from this movie that the emission always fits the polariton dispersion (black curve), even if it becomes harder to determine at the largest pumping densities because of the strong mixing with the crack emission. The dispersion itself remains largely unperturbed, showing a slight blue shift of the order of 1-2 meV. The lasing emission above threshold shows a clear red-shift, and corresponds to states with larger and larger photon fractions with increasing pumping power. The figure S4 is obtained from the same data as the movie, showing the emission spectrum versus energy taken at different pumping.
It compares qualitatively well with the Figure S5 showing the results of simulations based on the numerical solution of the semi-classical Boltzmann equations for polaritons similar to the ones used in [42] . The general formalism of semi-classical Boltzmann equations and its application to polaritons are discussed in [62] . 
Here, n k is the population of polariton or exciton states at a given wavevector, P k is the pumping (we represent the non-resonant pumping by injection of excitons, assuming that they rapidly thermalize with respect to the free exciton energy with optical phonons), Γ k are the decay rates, determined by the group velocity and the reflection on the cavity edges (we assume 50% reflection probability, as confirmed by COMSOL simulations).
W are the scattering rates between the states, assisted by the exciton-phonon and exciton-exciton interactions. The exciton-phonon scattering rate can be written as:
where M (q) is the matrix element of interaction, depending on the phonon type (acoustic or optical), 0, 1 stand for phonon absorption or emission respectively,
is the number of phonons with the energy given by the exchanged wavevector q, γ k is the broadening of the polariton states (induced by the lifetime or other sources). Thus, at higher temperatures the phonon-assisted processes become enhanced by the increase of the corresponding terms in this scattering rate. On the other hand, the exciton-exciton scattering 9 rate strongly depends on the density of excitons:
We stress that these scattering rates concern only the excitonic fraction of the quasiparticles at any wavevector.
Here, M ex is the matrix element of the exciton-exciton scattering, N exc q is the number of excitons (or excitonpolaritons) with a given wavevector. We see that the overall dependence of the scattering rate on the exciton density is quadratic, which greatly enhances the relaxation at high densities.
The Rabi splitting value is taken as 200 meV. The increase of pumping power enhances all scattering rates for two reasons: 1) the efficiency of exciton-exciton scattering increases with the density of excitons, and 2) bosonic stimulation increases all scattering rates. In planar vertical cavities this enhancement of scattering rate allows to overcome the well-known "bottleneck effect" [63] . In such cavities, the dispersion shows an energy minimum whose depth can be tuned by changing the exciton-photon detuning at zero in-plane wavevector. If the relaxation times are longer than the polariton lifetime near the ground state, polaritons cannot dissipate energy efficiently enough to reach the ground state during their lifetime and they can accumulate higher in energy in the bottleneck region. Increasing pumping power allows to enhance relaxation rates, and to overcome the bottleneck. Eventually, relaxation processes can become efficient enough to lead to the formation of a quasi-thermal distribution function and of a polariton Bose condensate in the dispersion ground state. However, one can engineer the dispersion by changing the exciton-photon detuning. By going to negative detuning, the energy dip in reciprocal space becomes deeper and sharper. It takes longer for polaritons to reach the ground state, and the more photon like polaritons have typically a shorter radiative lifetime. So the pumping density which was good enough to allow condensation in the ground state at positive exciton-photon detuning leads to the formation of a bottleneck at more negative detuning and a further increase of pumping will be needed for polaritons to relax down to the dispersion ground state at this detuning. This picture has been widely discussed theoretically and evidenced experimentally in a large amount of works [8, 36, 57] and is well established. In a waveguide geometry, the picture is quite similar, except that there is no ground state. In this case, the competition between relaxation towards several modes defines the position of the "bottleneck", namely the states which are the most favorable from a loss-gain point of view. When the pumping power is increased, the enhancement of the scattering rates displaces the bottleneck region deeper in Figure 10 : Sample W2. Dispersion of the guided polariton mode and power dependence of emission. a) Experimental dispersion at 5 K extracted from interference patterns (black squares) and the theoretical dispersion calculated using scattering matrix formalism (green). The inset shows the same experimental dispersion fitted with a coupled oscillator model which allows to extract the group velocity and the excitonic fraction of the polariton. b) Emission intensity (black squares) and energy (red dots) of the most intense lasing peak versus pumping power. The exponent of the slope fitting the emission intensity below the pumping threshold (P th ) lies between 1 and 2, which indicates a relaxation, assisted both by exciton-exciton and exciton-LO phonon interactions.
energy, leading to a continuous red-shift of the maximum of emission, as observed both experimentally and theoretically.
IV Extraction of dispersion (sample W2), power dependence of emission
The Fabry-Perot modes visible in Fig. 3 of the main text result from the horizontal confinement of light between the two cracks surrounding the excitation spot. These two cracks form an horizontal cavity. The energy spacing between the peaks is determined by the length of the cavity and the slope of the dispersion relation. By knowing the length of the cavity L, we can calculate the difference δk z = π/L between subsequent modes. Knowing the energy and the wavevector spacing between modes, one simply needs a reference wavevector k z to extract the experimental dispersion. It is approximately estimated by adjusting the experimental points to the theoretical dispersion. The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. S6(a) . The theoretical dispersion of the guided modes of both samples was calculated using the scattering matrix formalism [64] taking into account all the sample layers. We choose the bare photonic mode TE 0 by default. The refractive index of the ZnMgO alloy was measured by ellipsometry. The validity of the thickness and the refractive index were confirmed by reflectivity experiments and transfer matrix calculation. The exciton oscillator strength for ZnO has been chosen in agreement with [58] .
Another way to calculate the dispersion curve is based on the coupled oscillator model. It also provides a good agreement with experimental results and allows to determine the exciton and photon fractions of the amplified modes. The corresponding curves are shown in Fig. 2 of the main text for the sample W1 and in Fig. S6(a) for the sample W2 (red curve on the inset).
The power dependence of emission extracted from the data presented in Fig. 3(a) of the main text is shown in Fig. S6(b) , together with the energy shift of the FabryPerot modes which is of the order of 1.5 meV at 2 P th (less than 1% of the Rabi splitting Ω).
